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Towards a national collection

How many GLAM Digital
Collections are there in the
UK?

Collections Trust and Intelligent Heritage are undertaking
a Digital Audit on the existence, availability and attributes
of digital collections across 261 UK GLAM Organisations,
including:
• Independent Research Organisations.
• Arts Council England’s 228 National Portfolio Organisations
• Designated (English) collections
• Scotland’s 50 Nationally Significant Collections
• Members of Research Libraries UK

• UK’s Accredited museums, galleries and archives
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1990 – 2010 – Growth of
GLAM digitisation
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• Extensive investment in the 1990s
• Standards and digitisation guidelines firmly
established.

• Does creating digital content make it
accessible and usable? And by who?
Plate camera Image © National Museums Scotland
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Audiences of GLAM digital
collections
“major institutions from the cultural heritage
sector clearly emphasize the place of user
evaluation and feedback in digitization-related
polices. But in reality, decisions about aspects of
digitization that impact [on] user are frequently
taken without direct user involvement.”
(Dobreva et al., 2011, p. 73)
Dobreva, M., O’Dwyer, A., & Konstantelos, L. (2011). User needs in digitization. In L. Hughes (Ed.), Evaluating and
Measuring the Value, Use and Impact of Digital Collections (pp. 73–84). Facet.
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Looks Grim?
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• Audience research activity mainly from the early
2000s to 2015.
• European Cultural Heritage institutions less than
10% of collection are published online (Nauta et
al., 2017)
• Engagement with digitised collections has seen
limited growth, and even decline over time
(Mihelj et al., 2019).
• Relevance of cultural heritage digital collections
‘looks grim’ (Navarrete & Villaespesa, 2020, p.
224).
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Coming up empty?
• Looking for user research between 2015 and
2021.
• Considered published and unpublished material,
academic literature, reports, summary papers,
other documents and presentations
• Identify UK GLAM user categories
• Identify UK GLAM user behaviours
• Identify who is not currently using UK GLAM
Digital Collections
• Comparative set of international research*

A Hand Holding an Empty Purse: The Emblem of: ‘No suffering can compare' (with that
of the bankrupt spendthrift) Peter Paul Rubens (1577–1640) (style of) National Trust,
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Towards a National
Collection international
benchmarking report
Paltrinieri, Carlotta. (2021). International
Benchmarking Review: A Towards a National
Collection Report. Zenodo.
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.5793173

UK GLAM Digital
Collections
User Studies 2015-2021
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• 136 publications for review
• 87 separate user categories identified
• User categories:
•
•
•
•

Motivation or information seeking behaviour
Level of expertise
Mode of interaction
Supported (or not) by web analytics

Todd's Warehouse, Stonegate, York Henry Cave (1779–1836)
York Art Gallery

User Expertise & Role
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• Movement away from novice and expert.
• Research Bods et al., (2021) combine level of
expertise with technology (‘tech-savviness’)
alongside levels of interest in history/heritage
• Users with high levels of expertise only form a
small fraction of the total number of online users
(Walsh et al., 2017)
• Towards Professional Roles
• Historians, Archaeologists, Archivists, Librarians,
Academic researchers
• Students and Teachers
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General Public
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• “exactly who are the “general public”?” (Walsh
et al., 2016 p 1)
• no explicit detail of what characterises this user
group
• casual user (Mayr et al,, 2016)
• someone who “has just stumbled across their
collection in the same way that they would
wander into the CH [Cultural Heritage]
institution’s physical space.”(Walsh and Hall 2015,
p. 1).
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Motivation
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Looking more broadly at GLAM websites

• Research (formal and informal, professional and
educational)
• Personal interest
• Planning a visit (to go on a date)
• Curiosity
• Inspiration

Tate’s Art and Artists Online Collection
•
•
•
•

Intellectual
Aesthetic/emotional
Planning
Social

Ye Olde Curiosity Shoppe Money Box unknown Victoria and Albert Museum

Motivations and
engagement change though
Covid-19

The Ebb Tide Edith C. Reynolds (active 1909–1937)
Leamington Spa Art Gallery & Museum

• Audience Agency Digital Audience Survey
(2020)
•
•
•
•
•

To Learn Something
To Be Intellectually Stimulated
To Be Inspired
To boost mood
To reduce stress and anxiety

Minesweeping on the Mediterranean war routes. 18 December 1942, aboard
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Mode of Interaction
V&A - users are visiting
with intent rather than
simply exploring with no
real fixed goal
• Understand
• Explore
• Develop
• Research

Lampan, plastic table
lamp, designed by Carl
Ojerstam and Magnus
Eleback for IKEA.
Victoria and Albert
Museum

TWAM – users don’t
know what they are
looking for
• Cruising
• Digging
• Sharing

Menu for dinner on Wednesday 17th May 1939 aboard the Queen Mary,
Cunard White Star fleet Cruise Ship. Tyne & Wear Archives & Museums

Analytics and Log Data
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• A known limitation of web analytics techniques is
that it can only reveal how a website is used, and
not why.
• Annual Reports 2020-2021

• British Museum reports that 3.75m users looked at the
online collection
• The Natural History Museum’s unique website visits
increased to 15.3m
• The National Museums Scotland 2020 review indicate a
49% rise is traffic to the Search our Collections page
• British Library Endangered Archives Programme (EAP)
Peruvian newspaper project, 230% increase in visitors
from Peru

El Peru, 10 Febrero
1929
Archivo Regional de
Lambayeque Collection
of 19th Century
Newspapers.
Endangered Archives
Programme British
Library.

Analytics and Log Data
Web logs from Welsh Newspapers Online
demonstrates that log analysis can enrich
our understanding of users of digital
newspaper collections, but can not
interpret the reasons for user behaviour
(Gooding 2016).

Web logs from National Museums
Liverpool identify a series of potential
user groups:
• Single page viewers
• High all-round searchers
• Event visitors
• Single query general page visitors
• Deep level browsers

Digital Footprints: Working with national
collections in Scotland during the Covid-19
lockdown to design future online provision
digitalfootprints.cis.strath.ac.uk

• General museum visitors
• Known item searchers

(Walsh et al., 2019)

Identifying Non-users of UK Online
Collections
• Important gap in our understanding of
who uses (and who does not use) digital
cultural heritage
• Non-users are typically
underrepresented in research on
audience practice.
• Reproducing exactly the same
hierarchies and inequalities that already
exist in physical cultural heritage
participation.

Current online audiences are dominated
by those who are:
• Highly educated (degree or higher)
• already engaged with the institution
• female
• White
(Frankly Green + Webb Insight for Change, 2020)

Yet to be discovered user
groups

Petticoat, by Booth & Fox, about 1860, England
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• creative industries
• fashion students
• crime writers
• food and drink writers
• app developers
• sports enthusiasts
(Hauswedell et al., 2020)
• anti-racism activists
• people with dementia
• vulnerable, isolated, lonely, bored audiences
(Samaroudi et al., 2020)
Ofrenda National Museum of Scotland

Key findings
• Limited available audience research

• “the end user is not often emphasised in the wider
literature on archival studies and we thus draw
attention to the potential merit of this vector in future
studies of digital archives” (Hauswedell et al., 2020, p.
139).

• Generic user categories

• to what extent a standardised and generic set of user
categories can be developed across the GLAM sector?

An Audience of One. John Peirson (1942–2001)
Leeds Art Gallery, Leeds Museums and Galleries

Key findings
• COVID-19 audience segmentation

• prioritise distinctive emotional and social needs
created by the pandemic lock-downs

• Moving towards Impact and Value

• Digital collections providing benefit for social good and
social purpose (Malde & Kennedy, 2018)
• mass-digitised heritage content as a vast resource with
economic value (Terras et al., 2021)

The first vial of COVID vaccine used in a mass immunisation programme
Science Museum Group

Summary

Still Life of Fruit Samuel Parkin Tabley House

• Fairly broad user segments are used.
• Motivation; level of expertise or role; mode of
interaction
• Analytics still the default tool for data capture
• Digital collections which appear to reproduce
similar participation hierarchies and inequalities
that already exist in physical cultural heritage
settings
• While a range of digital collection audience
research exists, more work is needed!

The Future Stage
5
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What if there was one simple way of searching
and exploring collections across the UK?
What would this mean for academics and
researchers?
How could it be made welcoming, usable and
accessible to a wide range of people?
The Audience Agency is hosting a workshop to explore these questions
Zoom on Thursday 10th February from 3.00-4.30pm.
if you would like to attend RSVP to nina.douglas@theaudienceagency.org
Or take a survey: https://research.audiencesurveys.org/s.asp?k=164215975677

Thank you!

Mechanical Toy Turkey, 1948-1952. MISC.25-1978. ©Victoria & Albert
Museum

Zotero Library :
https://www.zotero.org/groups/4482649/digital_cultural
_heritage_collections_audience_research/
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